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4-H Moon Project Book

by Jeffrey and Adrienne La Favre
April, 2016

The following are suggested activities and observations you can make regarding the Moon. Due to the
relatively short time between now and interview judging, it may not be possible to complete some
things, but pick the ones that interest you the most and work on them. After interview judging, you can
continue your project on the Moon, to be submitted next year. Use the additional materials we have
provided to you for reference. The internet is also a great resource for you.
In general, when you make a drawing from your observations of the Moon, make sure that you also
write down the day and time on the sheet of paper you use for the drawing.
To help you plan, use the drawing below. The inner circle shows the positions of the Moon relative to
Earth at the different phases while the outer circle shows what the Moon looks like as seen from Earth
at the different phases.

1.
Watch the Moon for a month, making several drawings during that time to show the different
phases of the Moon. Find out when new, first quarter, full and third quarter occur in the month that
you make observations (you can find this on the Internet). Make sure that each drawing is labeled with
the date and time and also time relative to new or full Moon (for example, 3 days after new Moon).
Make a note of where the Moon is located when you draw it (near the eastern horizon, or high in the
southern sky or near the western horizon, etc.). The drawings can be made as you look through a
telescope or just what you can see with your eyes, without the telescope. Also, when you can, observe
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when the Moon rises in the east or sets in the west on different days and keep notes.
2.
Using a telescope, make a drawing of the Moon near the time of first or third quarter. Those are
the times when half the Moon is bright and the other half dark. Your drawing should clearly show the
terminator, the line between the dark and light parts of the Moon. Your drawing should show that the
terminator is not a smooth line, but rough, just as Galileo discovered. Draw in some craters with the
proper shading to show which parts are dark (in the shade), just as Galileo did in his drawings.
3.

Calculate the height of a mountain on the Moon using Galileo’s method.

4.
Using a telescope, observe a small crater on the Moon and make a drawing of it. Small craters
have relatively smooth interiors and don’t have a central peak. Using a lunar atlas, find the name of
your crater.
5.
Using a telescope, observe a large crater on the Moon and make a drawing of it. Large craters
have rough interiors, with terraces on the rim and a central peak. Using a lunar atlas, find the name of
your crater.
6.
Using a telescope, observe a high mountain on the Moon and make a drawing of it. Using a
lunar atlas, find the name of your mountain. (here I would suggest you pick one of the mountains that
form part of the southeast rim of the Imbrium basin (e.g. Mt. Hadley or Mt. Huygens).
7.
Draw the full moon (using telescope or just your eyes) and label the main maria with the proper
names on your drawing.
8.
Using a telescope at times near first or third quarter, draw the southeast rim of the Imbrium
basin and the southwest rim of the Serenitatis basin. Your drawing should have enough detail to reveal
that the Imbrian rim sits on top of the Serenitatis rim.
9.
Using a telescope, draw the craters Eratosthenes and Copernicus. You should make two
drawings, one about the time of first or third quarter (when the shadows are long around the craters)
and one at full Moon. The rays of Copernicus will be easily seen at full Moon but not at the quarters.
That is the reason why you should make drawings at different times. Make sure you label your drawings
with the crater names, date and time of observation.
10.
Observe Rupes Altai with a telescope and make a drawing. Rupes Altai is the southwest rim of
the Nectaris basin. The best time to make your observations is 5 or 6 days after new Moon or 4 days
after full Moon. Label your drawings to show Mare Nectaris, Rupes Altai, the time and date.
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Project One – Watching the Moon for one month.
Watch the Moon for a month, making several drawings during that time to show the different phases of the Moon.
Find out when new, first quarter, full and third quarter occur in the month that you make observations (you can
find this on the Internet). Make sure that each drawing is labeled with the date and time and also time relative to
new or full Moon (for example, 3 days after new Moon). Make a note of where the Moon is located when you
draw it (near the eastern horizon, or high in the southern sky or near the western horizon, etc.). The drawings can
be made as you look through a telescope or just what you can see with your eyes, without the telescope. Also,
when you can, observe when the Moon rises in the east or sets in the west on different days and keep notes.
A.

Find the dates of moon phases: Month ____________ Year _________
(go to http://www.moonconnection.com/moon_phases_calendar.phtml)
New Moon
Date: __________

First Quarter
Date: ____________

Full Moon
Date: ____________

Third Quarter
Date: __________

B.

Moon Phase Drawings
a for example, 3 days after new moon, 5 days after Full Moon
b examples: near eastern horizon, high in southern sky, near western horizon
c when possible
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
____________________a
b
Location of moon ______________
Location of moon ______________b

Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b
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(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
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Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
Calendar Date _____ Time ______
Day relative to New/Full Moon
____________________a
Location of moon ______________b

(Time of Rise _____ Time of Set ______)c

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set______)c

(Time of Rise ____ Time of Set ______)c
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Project Two – The Terminator
Using a telescope, make a drawing of the Moon near the time of first or third quarter. Those are the
times when half the Moon is bright and the other half dark. Your drawing should clearly show the
terminator, the line between the dark and light parts of the Moon. Your drawing should show that the
terminator is not a smooth line, but rough, just as Galileo
discovered.
Draw in some craters with the proper shading to show which
parts are dark (in the shade), just as Galileo did in his drawings.
Date __________________
Time ________________
First Quarter or Third Quarter? _____________

1.
2.
3.
4.

Draw the outline of the moon.
Draw the terminator.
Draw some craters.
Shade the craters properly, showing the parts that are dark.
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Project Three – Calculating the height of a Moon mountain using Galileo’s method.
While observing the Moon, Galileo noticed that the tops of mountains formed light dots in the dark
portion of the Moon when the terminator was near that mountain (the terminator is the line between
the dark and light parts of the Moon). He realized that this was caused by the sun shining on the
mountain top while the land below it was still in the dark. Take a look at one of his drawings that show
these light spots in the dark part of the Moon.

Figure 1 Galileo's drawing of the Moon, about 6 days after new Moon

It is clear to me in Galileo’s drawing that the sea of Serenity is near the top and that the left half of it is
still in darkness. But notice that the rim surrounding this sea can be seen in the dark side, because it is
higher in elevation than the sea floor inside. Also note several light dots in the drawing, representing
mountain tops.
Galileo realized that if he could measure the distance from the terminator to a mountain top, then he
could calculate the height of a mountain on the Moon. On the next page you will find Galileo’s drawing,
which shows the geometry Galileo used to find the height of a mountain.
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Figure 2 Galileo's geometrical method for calculating the height of a mountain on the Moon

The circle in the drawing above represents the Moon. The point marked by the letter E is the center of
the Moon (the Moon is actually a three dimensional sphere, but here we can draw it on paper in two
dimensions, which works for what we want to accomplish). In the math we call geometry, a circle is
defined by a center point (E in this case) and a radius. The radius is the distance from the center to the
edge of the circle. That distance must be the same in every direction if the object is a true circle.
Therefore, the line lengths AE and CE are both radii of the circle (radii is the plural for radius). Galileo
tells us that the radius of the Moon is 1,000 miles, but does not tell us how he came up with that
number. It is likely that it is based at least in part on the work of Greek astronomers who lived nearly
2,000 years before Galileo. The correct value for the radius is 1,079 miles, so Galileo had a pretty good
value.
Now suppose in the drawing above that the left half represents the side of the Moon that is in darkness
and the right side the half that is in the light (day time). Then the line starting at C and ending at F would
represent the terminator. And the point C would be a point on the surface of the Moon where the
terminator was located. The point D represents the top of a tall mountain on the Moon. The line
starting at G and ending at D represents a beam of light from the sun, which just barely touches the top
of the mountain at D.
The height of the mountain in the diagram above is represented by the distance from D to A. That is the
distance we want to calculate using geometry. Galileo did this using the Pythagorean Theorem.
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You can learn more about the theorem at this web site:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pythagorean_theorem
In Figure 3 a drawing of a right triangle is given. A right triangle is
one that contains one angle that is 90 degrees. In Figure 3, the
90 degree angle is formed by sides a and b. If we know the
length of two sides of the triangle, then we can calculate the
length of a third side. The formula to do this is given below:

a2 + b2 = c2
In Galileo’s diagram in Figure 2, there is also a right triangle,
marked by the points DCE (it is upside down compared to Figure
Figure 3 Pythagorean Theorem
3 but that does not matter). In Galileo’s triangle we know the
lengths of two sides (CE is the radius of the Moon, 1,000 miles; CD is the distance from the terminator to
the mountain top, which Galileo says is 1/20th the diameter of the Moon, therefore, 100 miles). We
want to find the length of the line DE (which is the same as the line c in Figure 3 or also known as the
hypotenuse of a right triangle). Here is how to calculate the length of line DE:

CE2 + CD2 = DE2
(1,000) (1,000) + (100) (100) = DE2
1,000,000 + 10,000 = DE2
DE2 = 1,010,000
DE = √1,010,000
DE =1004.99
Therefore, the line DE is 1,004.99 miles long. We should round this to 1,005 miles, but I will not yet.
Now look again at Galileo’s drawing in Figure 2. We now know the distance of DE, but what we want to
know is the distance from D to A. This can be easily calculated by subtracting the distance AE from DE.
Remember that AE is the radius of the Moon, therefore:

DE – AE = DA
1004.99 – 1000 = 4.99
Using Galileo’s method, we have calculated that the height of the mountain is 4.99 miles. Now actually
Galileo says that the height is more than 4 miles and in this we can see how he liked to round off
numbers. Since his calculation was less than five miles, he just says it is more than four miles high.
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On page twelve there is a photo of the Moon that you can use in an exercise to calculate the height of
the mountain Mons Hadley on the Moon. If you have a printer, I suggest that you print off the page
with the photo of the Moon and make your measurements on the print. However, you can also make
measurements from the computer screen (be careful).
There are two measurements you should make on the photo:
1) Measure the diameter of the Moon in millimeters. Take care in measuring the diameter, as you
need to find the maximum number of millimeters between one side of the Moon and the
opposite side.
2) Measure the distance in millimeters from the terminator to the white dot of the top of Mons
Hadley (both of these are marked with white arrows). Remember that the terminator is the line
between night and day. Actually, this line is not all that easy to mark exactly because in the
early morning, the surface of the Moon is relatively dark even though the Sun is above the
horizon. If I were to let you decide, it is likely that you may mark the terminator at a distance
that is greater from the mountain than it actually is, and so I have marked it with an arrow.
Once you have the diameter of the Moon measured in millimeters, divide that by two to get the
radius. Suppose you get the number 100 mm for the radius. Then one millimeter equals 10.79
miles (1079 miles divided by 100). Then convert your measurement in number 2 above to miles.
Suppose I measured it to be 10 mm. Then the distance would be 10.79 X 10 = 107.9 miles. Now use
Galileo’s method to calculate the height of the mountain (the actual height is about 15,000 feet or
just under 3 miles).
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Worksheet for calculating the height of Mons Hadley
1. Measure the diameter of the Moon in millimeters and write it here:_______________________
2. Divide the value in step 1 by 2 to get the radius of the Moon in millimeters: __________________
3. Divide 1079 miles by the value in step 2:______________________
Remember that the radius of the Moon is 1079 miles. The value in step three is the number of miles per
millimeter on the photo. Here is an example calculation for steps one to three:
step one:
200 mm diameter
step two:
200 mm/2 = 100 mm radius
step three:
1079 miles/100 mm = 10.79 miles per millimeter (i.e., each mm on photo = 10.79 miles)
4. Measure the distance from the terminator to Mons Hadley in millimeters:___________________
5. Multiply the values in step 3 and step 4 together: _______________________
Here is an example calculation:
step four: 10 mm
step five: 10 mm X 10.79 miles/mm = 107.9 miles
In other words, if you measured the distance from the terminator to Mons Hadley and found it to be 10
millimeters, then that would be equivalent to 107.9 miles if you had found that the diameter of the
Moon was 200 millimeters. In this case we should round the number off to 108 miles.
6. Multiply the value in step 5 by itself (i.e., square it):________________
7. Multiply 1079 by itself (square it):__________________
8. Add the values of step 6 and 7 together: ____________________
9. Take the square root of the value in step 8:____________________
10. Subtract 1079 miles from the value in step 9:__________________
The value in step 10 is the height of the mountain in miles!
Here is an example calculation:
step 6:

108 X 108 = 11664

step 7:

1079 X 1079 = 1164241

step 8:

11664 + 1164241 = 1175905

step 9:

square root of 1175905 = 1084

step 10:

1084 – 1079 = 5 miles

in this case Mons Hadley would be calculated to be 5 miles high
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Project Four – Observing and drawing a small crater.
Using a telescope, observe a small crater on the Moon and make a drawing of it. Small craters have
relatively smooth interiors and don’t have a central peak. Using a lunar atlas, find the name of your
crater.
Date ____________________
Time ____________________
1. Draw a small crater.
2. Find the name. Use http://www.lunasociety.org/atlas/
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Project Five – Observing and drawing a large crater
Using a telescope, observe a large crater on the Moon and make a drawing of it. Large craters have
rough interiors, with terraces on the rim and a central peak. Using a lunar atlas, find the name of your
crater.
Date ____________________
Time ____________________
1. Draw a large crater.
2. Find the name. Use http://www.lunasociety.org/atlas/
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Project Six – Observing and drawing a high Moon mountain.
Using a telescope, observe a high mountain on the Moon and make a drawing of it. Using a lunar atlas,
find the name of your mountain. (Here I would suggest you pick one of the mountains that form part of
the southeast rim of the Imbrium basin (e.g. Mt. Hadley or Mt. Huygens).
Date __________
Time ______________
1.
2.

Draw a mountain.
Find the name.

Use http://www.madpc.co.uk/~peterl/Moon/Craters/Apennines.html
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Project Seven – Observe and draw the main maria of the Moon.
Draw the full moon (using telescope or just your eyes). Then label the main maria with the proper
names on your drawing. Use the photo below to help you.
Date _____________ Time ______________
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Project Eight– Observing and drawing the
Imbrium and Serenitatis basins.
Using a telescope at times near first or third quarter,
draw the southeast rim of the Imbrium basin (red
arrows in photo) and the southwest rim of the
Serenitatis basin (white arrows).
Your drawing should have enough detail to reveal
that the Imbrian rim sits on top of the Serenitatis
rim.

Date _____________
Time ______________
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Project Nine– Observing and drawing the Eratosthenes and Copernicus craters .
Using a telescope, draw the craters Eratosthenes and Copernicus. You should make two drawings, one
about the time of first or third quarter (when the shadows are long around the craters) and one at full
Moon. The rays of Copernicus will be easily seen at full Moon but not at the quarters. That is the
reason why you should make drawings at different times. Make sure you label your drawings with the
crater names, date and time of observation.
First or Third Quarter - Date ______ Time _____

Photo1. Copernicus (left) and Eratosthenes (right, marked by arrow) about the time of first quarter
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Project 9 – Page 2

Photo 2. Copernicus and Eratosthenes (marked by arrow) at the time of full moon, Eratosthenes is obviously covered by the
rays of Copernicus

Full Moon - Date ______ Time _____
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Copernicus

Location of Copernicus

Project Nine– Observing and drawing Rupes Altai.
Observe Rupes Altai with a telescope and make a drawing. Rupes Altai is the southwest rim of the
Nectaris basin. The best time to make your observations is 5 or 6 days after new Moon or 4 days after
full Moon. Label your drawings to show Mare Nectaris, Rupes Altai, the time and date.

red arrows mark Rupes Altai
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White arrows mark the location of Rupes Altai

Rupes Altai - Date ______ Time _____
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Questions you should be able to answer for interview judging:
What causes the phases of the Moon? Just as half the Earth is always dark (the night time side), half of
the Moon is always dark. As the Moon orbits around the Earth, its position relative to the Sun changes.
Therefore, at different points in the Moon’s orbit, an observer on Earth sees different amounts of the
night and day sides of the Moon. When the Moon is between Earth and the Sun, we see only the night
side (new Moon). When the Earth is between the Moon and Sun, we see only the day side (full Moon).
It is a common misconception that the phases of the Moon are caused by the shadow of the Earth falling
on the Moon. That is not correct. When the shadow of the Earth falls on the Moon, a lunar eclipse
occurs, which has nothing to do with the phases of the Moon.
What were the main discoveries Galileo made about the Moon using his telescope?
1) There are numerous cavities (craters) on the lunar surface which can only be seen using a
telescope
2) The surface is rough (mountains and valleys like Earth)
3) Bright spots seen in the dark part near the terminator are the tops of mountains and it is
possible to calculate the height of a mountain by measuring the distance from the terminator to
the bright spot.
4) The large spots (maria) are not full of cavities (craters) and prominences (mountains) – in other
words, the maria are relatively flat plains that contain few craters or mountains
What is the giant impact hypothesis? – A theory that says the Moon was formed when a body the size
of Mars collided with the Earth early in its history. Debris from the impact formed a disc around Earth,
which later coalesced to form the Moon
How old is the Moon? - 4.5 billion years, about the same age as Earth
What two things are primarily responsible for the geological evolution of the surface of the Moon? - 1)
collision of rocky bodies (asteroids, meteoroids) with the Moon to create craters and basins and 2)
volcanic action, the filling up of basins with lava to form maria.
Why did Earth and the Moon evolve differently? –The difference is due primarily to the difference in
mass of the two bodies. Earth is about 100 times more massive than the Moon. Due to its low mass,
the Moon did not evolve an atmosphere and there never was any flowing air or flowing water on the
Moon. Therefore, there was no erosion of the lunar surface due to flowing air or water. Also, due to its
relatively low mass, the Moon did not experience any significant plate tectonics while the Earth did
experience significant plate tectonics. The end result of these erosional factors is that the Earth’s
craters were destroyed long ago, while many very old craters can still be seen on the Moon.
Name the two basins of the Moon that scientists use to distinguish the 3 oldest time periods and give
the time when they were formed
Nectaris basin – formed 3.92 billion years ago
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Imbrium basin – formed 3.85 billion years ago
When you are shown a photo of the near side of the Moon, you should be able to identify the Nectaris
and Imbrium basins (or the Nectaris and Imbrium maria).
What are the five major geological time periods of the Moon, listing from oldest to youngest? – preNectarian, Nectarian, Imbrian, Eratosthenian, Copernican.
When you are shown a photo of the near side of the Moon, you should be able to identify the craters
Eratosthenes and Copernicus. You should also know that these two craters were selected by scientists
to represent the two youngest geological time periods.
When did the Eratosthenian period begin? 3.2 billion years ago
Do Eratosthenian craters usually have rays? No.
When did the Copernican period begin? 1.1 billion years ago
Do Copernican craters usually have rays? Yes.
What event marks the end of the pre-Nectarian period? The collision that formed the Nectaris basin
What is the oldest geologic feature that can be seen on the near side of the Moon? The Procellarum
basin.
Can we still see small pre-Nectarian craters on the Moon – No, they were destroyed by subsequent
crater formation, which covered them over.
Why are the majority of maria are on the near side of the Moon? It is believed that the crust is thinner
on the near side of the Moon. Lava could more easily come to the surface of the Moon through the thin
crust of the near side and that is why we see most of the maria on the near side. The near side crust is
believed to have been made thin by the impacts that formed the Procellarum and Imbrium basins.
In a photograph of the Moon, you should be able to point to Rupes Altai, the rim of the Nectaris basin
and should also be able to point out that Mare Nectaris does not fill in the complete basin (in other
words, the edge of the mare does not touch Rupes Altai or even come close)
How do we know that the Serenitatis basin is older than the Imbrium basin? The southeast rim of the
Imbrium basin sits on top of the southwest rim of the Serenitatis basin. By the rules of stratigraphy, the
layer on top is younger.
What is the name of the mountain range that forms the southeast rim of the Imbrium basin? Montes
Apenninus
When did the Upper Imbrian period begin and what major change happened on the Moon with the start
of this period? The period began 3.8 billion years ago, marking the end of the high cratering era (that is,
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from that time on, much fewer objects hit the Moon and created craters). The Upper Imbrian is the era
of the maria; most of the maria on the near side were formed during the Upper Imbrian period.
Why are the maria dark? They are composed of the volcanic rock named basalt, which is a dark colored
rock.
Why are the maria flat with few craters? The maria that survive on the surface of the Moon today were
mostly formed during the Upper Imbrian period. The Upper Imbrian period marks a time when the
cratering rate on the Moon decreased dramatically. Almost all the craters on the Moon were formed
before the time of the Upper Imbrian period. Therefore, when the lava seeped out from inside the
Moon, it created relatively flat plains when it cooled and solidified. The lava covered up the craters in
the basins which they filled. And since few craters were formed after that time, that is why there are
few craters on the maria.
Name the three basic geologic features on the Moon that were formed by impacts of asteroids and
meteoroids (note that all three types are circular in shape, with a few exceptions):
1. Small Crater –20 kilometers or less in diameter, shaped like a simple bowl, with a relatively
smooth interior
2. Large Crater – larger than 20 but not more than 300 kilometers in diameter, with a peak in
the center of the interior, and terraces on the interior side of the rim
3. Basin – more than 300 kilometers in diameter, characterized by a series of rings instead of a
central peak. The rings are not obvious in most basins because they were covered up when
the basins filled with lava to form the maria. However, rings can be clearly seen in the
Orientale basin since it was not filled with lava to the extent that would cover the rings.
What caused craters to form on the Moon? Solar System bodies (e.g., asteroids), moving at high
velocity, which collided with the Moon. The average speed of these bodies is thought to have been
about 20 kilometers per second, or 45,000 miles per hour!
What is ejecta? The material ejected to the side during the collision of a Solar System body with the
Moon.
What is a secondary crater? These are craters formed in groups around a primary crater. Secondary
craters are formed by large pieces of material ejected during a collision that forms a primary crater.
What is stratigraphy? The study of layers in geology.
What is a Radiometric method? A method used to measure radioactive isotopes in rocks. These
measurements can be used to calculate the age of a rock and were used to find the age of Moon rocks
brought to Earth by the Apollo missions.
What distinguishes an old crater from a young one? Old craters are partially covered up by the ejecta of
craters that formed later. Young craters have sharp, distinctive rims because they have very little
material from other craters on top of them.

